Risk management - adding value to your organisation

EXPLORING CONTINGENCYESTIMATOR
Using ContingencyEstimator (CE) underpins our straightforward approach to project
risk management. There are two aspect to this: data entry and running simulations
and deriving reports.
Estimates may be compiled in CE or more
usually imported from an estimate spreadsheet.
This is undertaken quite easily using the import
function, selecting the relevant columns in the
spreadsheet and uploading the data.
Once a project is imported it may be opened and
the various worksheets that comprise the
project will be visible as tabs at the bottom of
the page.
Click on the play pen Civil Engineering project
and open one of the sheets.

Some suggestions:
Change some of the numbers. You will notice that if Best Case is not <= Most Likely
<= Worst Case then the cell turns red indicating an error.
Insert a line by pressing the

icon and add some data.

Run a simulation for the Group (ie the page you are on) using the blue icon at the top.
Review the three reports — Histogram, Inputs and Tornado diagram. The Tornado
diagram shows you which items are driving the bottom line. Obtaining more
information on those line items so as to reduce the bandwidth will help reduce the
amount to be allowed for inherent contingency.
Go to the Add new group and enter a short estimate. As before run a group simulation.
Note that you can change the number of iterations as well as the P value.
Run a simulation for the Project and note how easy updating data and running a Monte
Carlo simulation is. With more projects you can select and run a simulation to include
contingent data (exported from RiskOrganizer) as well as other projects that comprise
(say) a programme of projects.
Consider how easy would it be to update contingency as data changes or as part of
monthly end cost forecasting.
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